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1 WAS NEVER AT TREILINKA,
IVAN WAS ANOTIIER MAN

22

“Are you that terrible man, Ivan from
Treblinka?” asked the defendant’s Amer
ican counsel. The large temporary court
room in Jerusalem, normally a 350-seat
theatre ina huge modern conference een
tre overlooking the city, was flhled to
capacity on that blisteringly hot day last
summer. The question, simultaneously
translated into Hebrew and, in a just audi
bie murmur, Ukrainian by the interpreter
sitting nat to the man in the dock, was
followed by a kind of hiss of indrawn
breaths, and Uien dead silence.

The audience in that hall - and the
three judges on the dais — knew well that
this was the high point at the end of the
examination of John Demjanjuk. But the
man on trial seemed oblivious of drama.
And his answer — almost mechanical, he
had said it so often — sounded, ifanything,
weaxy. “1 have never been in Treblinka,
Sobibor, or frawniki. 1 was a prisoner of
war of the Germans?’

*****
Three extermination camps — Belsec,
Sobibor and the largest and most efficient,
Treblinka — were set up by the Nazis in
1942 ina sparsely populated forest area of
occupied Poland. The operation was
code-named Aktion Reinhard to honour
the assassinated Reinhard Heydrich,
reputedly the originator of this unique
system of murder. The staff for this opera-
don —92 German 55 and 3500 Ukrainian,
Baltic and ethnic German auxiliaries -

supervised the ghettos and transports in
addition to their tasks as guards and
executioners in the camps. They were
schooled, beginning in the winter of 1941,
in the SS training camp Trawniki.

Between March 1942, when the opera-
don began, and October 1943 when it
ended, about 2,250,000 human beings
were gassed in these three camps. In con
trast to the huge labour caxnps like
Auschwitz and Majdanek, no records
were kept in the Ak:kn Reinhard camps —

created solely for killing — and nothing
tangible was allowed to remain. The corp
ses were burned on huge iron racks called
“roasts”; the bones not consumed by the

fire were pounded until all that remained
was grey ash and whitish powder which,
mingled with the pale brown earth of the
region, years later could not be told apart.

Of the more than a million Jews who
entered Treblinka, barely 60 escaped
death after a heroic revolt on August 2,
1943. Two months later — the buildings
demolished, lupins and pine trees planted
over the site, and a small farmhouse con
structed from the bricks of the gas cham
ben, with an ethnic German farmer
installed to dcccive the approaching Rus
sians — Treblinka was obliterated. The
documentary record is scanty; our know
ledge of it depends, in the final analysis,
on human memory.

*****
For months much ofIsrael had been glued
to radio and television for seven and a half
hours a day, four days a week, listening to
the prosecution wimesses’ tragic accounts
and the historical and scientific testimony
of the experts.

For a whole people one of the most
terrible events of human history, which
many of the old had refused to discuss for
half a lifetime, and which their Israel-born
children, most of them seasoned fighters
now in their thirties and forties, had
rejected as part of their heritage, was once
again being brought to life. Within days of
the beginning of the trial “n February 16
last year, queues of niny hundreds
formed in the pink light it the Jerusalem
dawn, many of them thosc tanned slender
young for whom the H. locaust is no less
“just history” than for children every
where. They watched and listened, and
many cried, and vet, extraordinarily
enough, for many nionths the predomi
nant feeling among Israeis of all classes,
young, middle-aged and old, remained
one of doubt and unease.

For this big hunk of a man, in his one
ill-fitting browu suit, sitting day after day
flanked by two armed elite regiment
soldiers, seemed oddly miscast as an
arch-villain. We looked for indications in
his face, his bearing and his conduct that
would show that he was capable of the
horrors he was accused oL On two fleeting
occasions some of us thought we saw
glimpses of latent brutality. But was it? Or
was it only pent-up frustration at bis own
inability to influence events?

What we saw much more often was an
East European peasant who, by no means
unintelligent though unschooled, seemed
unaware of possible animosity. Iie gaily,
even boisterously, waved his manacled
hands to the crowd on entering; as soon as
the handcuffs were off, embraced his 22-
year-old son John seated bebind Mm;
blew kisses to his wife Vera on the rare
occasions when she came to Israel, and to

his two daughters Lydia, 38, and Irene, 28,
who sat, increasingly distraught as the
trial progressed, tense and pale in the
front row; and tried time and again to joke
with bis guards and interpreters in his bits
ofprison-learnt Hebrew.

Watching him arrive in court every
morning, one had almost to force oneself
to remember the appalling acts of brutal
ity and torture this apparently warm and
simple man was charged with having com
mitted — not on command but of his own
free will: “...the Accused used to select
individual victims among those going to

their deaths for his torments ... would
stab [them] in various parts of the body,
tore pieces of flesh from their limbs...
used to beat ‘work-Jews’ [and] shoot those
who cried out or erred in counting the
strokes of the whip [which was the rule)...
[Iie] sliced off noses or ears thus con
demning the prisoners to death as being
‘marked’ or ‘stamped’... One day [he]
ordered a prisoner to lie face down on the
ground and... took a tool for drilling
wood and drilled a hole into the prisoner’s
buttocks.i’

Is it possible for men and women who
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witnessed such deeds happening in front
of them for months on end ever to forget
the face of the man who committed them?
Or could a half-century of agonising need
for retribution against the figure of “Ivan”
— the personification of the monstrosity
that was Treblinka — have drawn them
unconsciously into identiing a physi
cally similar but different man, as a sym
bol of that horror?

“T dream about kim every night,” said
Pinhas Epstein, stil flne-drawn and slim,
who was a streng, blond l7-year-old when
he and his family arrived at Treblinka in

1942. His family was gassed immediately,
but he was selected to live on as a “werk
Jew’ burning bodies in the small “upper
camp’ where the gassings took place and
the corpses were disposed of.

“T find it difficult to compare Ivan to
animals: when a lion is sated, a gazelle can
go by and not be attacked. Ivan was never
satisfied. The others, too, are in my night
mares, but Ivan mest of all T could never
forget. For 11 months 1 saw Mm, was near
himeveryday...Nowheisinthishall...”
11e cried, and was gently comforted by the
judge. “It is he,” he said, and buried his

head in his arms.
The issue of testimony by traumatised

survivors is central to the present debate
all over the western world, including
Britain, about the legitimacy of such trials
decades after the events. It has plagued
the West Germans who, despite bitter
public opposition, have carried on Nazi
crime (NS) trials for 35 years, and bas
been the main impediment there to more
convictions and tougher sentences.

Because of the lack of documentary evi
dence on the extermination camps, the
validity of survivor testimony will have

been the gravest question confronting the
Israeli judges as — over the past weeks —

they reviewed the 14,0 00 pages of the trial
manuscript. For 12 years Demjanjuk bas
maintained that It is simply a case of mis-
taken identity. Never had he volunteered
for any service with the Germans, won
their uniform, or used a whip, club, knife
or gun en their behalf. “Ivan,” he says,
“was another man?’

*****
Ivan and Wira Demjanjuk, then 31 and 26,
and their baby daughter Lydia arrived in
the United States on February 9, 1952,
carrying all their possessions in two card
board boxes. The WO (International
Refugee Organisation) paid for their pas
sage and found a rmer in Indiana who
guaranteed them werk and lodging.

For five lonely months Ivan tended pigs
and sheep, and Win kept heuse in their
linie room. But good friends from the old
country, William and Anne Lishchuk, had
settled into the large Ukrainian commun
ity in Cleveland, Ohio, and in July the
Demjanjuks moved into their first proper
home ina Cleveland suburb. On August 1,
1952, Ivan joined William at the Ford
Motor Company, where — an excelleni
mechanic — he was to remain for over
30 years.

Now began their real American immi
grant life — hard-working, money-saving,
church-attending, child-bearing and,
within four years, house-owning. Their
social life centred on the St Vladimir
Orthodox Church; they moved with the
church, as It toe became richer, to the
white-collar suburb of Parma And on
November 14, 1958, ban and Wim — now
John and Vera - with a minimum of
English but a maximum of dedication to
the stability and freedom of their new
existence, became American citizens.
“The happiest day of our lives,” said Vera.
A year later they had their second daugh
ter, Irene, and their youngest child, John,
arrivedin 1965.

This was a close family, with few con
flicts. “We laughed a lot:’ Irene told
Michele Lesie, of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, after her father had been extra
dited to Israel. “Now, it’s almost like
death: he’s not here, sol find myselfthink
ing of all the things 1 always loved about
him.” Her parents, she says, rarely tallced
about the past. “They wanted us to be
American, not be burdened. Maybe they
should have..?’

The “Demjanjuk case”, unbeknown to the
person most concerned, officially started
in the late winter of 1975. Since the early
Seventies, members of Congress, Jewish
organisations and the media had ques
tioned the US government with increas
ing urgency about war criminals hiding
out in the United States. Reacting to the
pressure, the Department of Justice and
the INS, their Immigration and Natur
alisation Service, put together a “master
list” of 205 names, mainly East Euro
peans, who had emigrated to the US in
the early Fifties and were suspected of
lying about their wartime activities. )-*

John ir, now 22, Irene, 28, and Lydia, 38. Their father never spoke about the war; to them, he is an innocent man
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Orthodox Church in Parma (abovel, the social centre of their lives. Right: the family’s dream house in Seven Huis
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Ivan Demjanjuk was No 116 on this list
because of crucial information he himself
had supplied, almost 30 years earlier.

On March 3,1948, in the IRO office in
Landshut, southern Germany, a
Ukrainian-speaking interviewer had
taken down Ivan and Wira Demjanjuk’s
particulars for their Displaced Persons
eligibility forins. It was a vitaily important
occasion for the young couple, 27 and 22
years old and married for six months.
Everybody in the t)? camps - where they
had spent three years - knew the import
ance of these forms wbich determined not
only their immediate future — the con
tinuation of their t)? benefits — but their
suitability for emigration overseas. Most
of them came welI-prepared, having
exchanged information and tips on how to
avoid possible dangers. Indeed, they were
advised, by t)? camp officials sympathe
tic to their plight, to find — that is to invent
— suitable places in Poland or Czechoslo
vakia to put on the forms.

For the Yalta agreement promised
safety from repatriation if they were living
outside Russia on September 1, 1939: the
eligibilitv forms therefore had to show
that they had left Russia before that date.

The questions on the all-important
form were simple: date and place of birth,
education and any useful skills, desired
destinaüons and — a critical question —

places of residence for the past 12 years. In
Demjanjuk’s case, his answers in 1948
would have to cover his life back to 1937.

Iie said on the form that from 1937 to
1943 he had lived and worked as a farm
hand in Sobibor, in Poland. But Sobibor,
little more than a railway halt in the forest,
hardly appeared on pre-war Polish maps.
What had made him think of Sobibor?
How indeed had he found it as the place
he wished to cite as his “invented” pre
1939 residence?

It was only in 1942 that Sobibor had
become noteworthy, when it was chosen
as the site of one of the three extermina
don camps of the Aktion R&inhard.

In 1948 its existence was still 50 clouded
that its name on a form would not exclude
Demjanjuk from t)? status or emigration
to the United States. Bijt 27 years later
that name had become a monument of
shame: it was its appearance on his offic
ial DP and immigntion forms that put him
on the American “master list” and event
ually in the Jerusalem courtroom.

“Why did you put Sobibor?” asked
Judge Dov Levin, president of the Israeli
court, as mystified as the rest of us. “1f you
needed a place of residence in Poland’
added Judge Dalia Dorner, “why didn’t
you choose an anonymous city — Warsaw,
Cracow — nobody would have known the
difference. How could Sobibor, of all
places, possibly come into your mmd?”

Demjanjuk, red-faced and stillen, said
that when he arrived at the International
Refugee office that day he “had no ide&’
what he would put on the form. Another
DP in the waiting-room had an atlas, he
said, and he asked him for help. The man
pointed at a map and said, “Put down

24 Sobibor — it’s a good place, there were

many Ukrainians there.” Judge Levin
sharply quelled the titters in the audience.
But they were justified: the only Ukrai
nians in Sobibor were the guanis at the
extermination camp.

*****
How then does he stand accused of being
“Ivan the Terrible” from Treblinka?

In late 1975 the association of Demjan
juk witt Sobibor was strengihened by in
formation from Russin suppiled through
an American communist of Ukrainian
descent, Michael Hanusiak, who pub
lishes a Ukrainian-language paper in New
York. He brought a list of Ukrainians the
Russians claimed had committed war
crimes: Demjanjuk, with the notation
“Sobibor” nat to his name, was on the
list. In addition Hanusiak claimed to have
seen an idendty card in Demjanjuk’s
name, issued at the 55 training camp
Trawniki, showing a posting to Sobibor.

In 1976, therefore, the US Immigration
and Naturalisation Service made up a
spread of photographs taken from visa
applications in the Fifties, including
Demjanjuk and another Ukrainian,
Feodor Federenko (also on both lists),
who was suspected of having been a pen-
meter guard at Treblinka. The photo
graphs were shown to 12 Sobibor survi
von in the United States, none of whom
recognised either man. Then they were
sent to Israel, where most Treblinka survi
vors have settled, to try for an identifica
don of Federenko — not Demjanjuk.

The two Israeli officials showing the
photospread were thus startled when one
Treblinka survivor, then another, and
within two days a third, though recognis
ing Federenko too, excitedly picked out
Demjanjuk’s picture as “Ivan from Treb
linka” John Horrigan, the US Attorney
responsible for the investigation of sus
pects in the Cleveland area, was in Ger
many when he heard about the Israeli
identifications, and drove the length of the
country to reach the only Treblinka survi
vor living in Germany, before there was

aby chance of his being üpped off from
Israel — with which he had in fact no
knowxi association. He, too, immediately
idenrified Demjanjuk as Ivan.

Over the next two years eight survivors
described the 1951 visa photograph of
Demjanjuk as “exactly” or “very much”
like Ivan the Terrible, though “fatter’
“broader’ or “more mature’ Then Horni
gan in 1978 obtained from the Russians a
photocopy of the ID card from Trawniki,
bearing Demjanjuk’s name, personal
details and a photo. This and seven other
photographs of young men in black Ger
man uniforms they also sent went used for
another round of identifications: all with
the same result. Eventually 10 people were
positive that the photos were “Ivan”: all
but one of them had worked in the upper
“death” camp near Ivan for many months.
Interestingly, three other survivors of the
upper camp —. two in Israel and one in
Australia — did not see a resembiance.

In August 1977, Demjanjuk received a
formal letter from the US Department of
Justice, charging that he was “Ivan from
Treblinka’ Unless he could explain the
lies on his visa application his citizensbip
would be revoked. It requested a det
ailed reply within two months.

The news of the government charges
broke the next da and that afternoon the
couple, distressed to the point of hysteria,
allowed themselves to be interviewed on
television.

“No, no;’ Demjanjuk says when asked if
the charges are true, “1 don’t know
nothing about it. 1 was no any place they
writing. 1 was German prisoner..

“Is not true, is not true,” Vera cries and
faints against her husband, who jumps
up, clasps his hands and begins to cry...

The Demjanjuks’ plans for an untrou
bIed future were now shattered. In 1975
they had bought their retirement home, a
brick ranch-house on a leafy street in the
middle-elass suburi, of Seven HUIs. Inside
is a bil of the Ukraine: hand-carved anim
als, decorated vases, a portrait in the

living-room of the Ukrainian poet and
nationalist hem, Tans Shevchenko. The
sun porch, which was the centre of the
family’s life when there was a family life,
overlooks the two-acre garden which
Demjanjuk had made into a showpiece — a
fine vegetable patch, fruit trees, rich red
geraniums and rose bushes in all colours.

“They come to this country same as us
— deaf and dumb’ says their friend Anne
Lishchuk. “But they learn ... work hard

and now their life should be goaL It
isif t fair:’

“For as many years as we’ve knowu
Johnny’ she went on, “he never once said
anything about all this. Even when we are
sitting around with the vodka and telling
stones, he never says anything about the
war yearsY

Demjanjuk’s first defenders, as his case
developed with ever-increasing publicity,
were the Ukrainian community, partic
ularly the members of his own church.

Bishop Antony Scharba, from the New
Jersey headguarters of St Vladimir’s,
would later twice go to lsrael for pastoral
visitsto Demjanjuk. “In all the years we’ve
talked with priesis and parishioners about
him, 1 haven’t heard a single bad word
against him?’ Iie shook his head and sear
ched for words. “1 cannot bning together
the man T know, who really only wants to
talk about matten of faith, and cries the
moment his family is mentioned... and
the man he is accused of being.” He raised
his hands in helpless bewilderment. “How
can it be?”

Bishop Scharba very soon veen away
from Demjanjuk, to talk about the aspect
of these cases which maker the whole
Ukrainian community feel unjustly
attacked. ‘Why do their witnesses, the
moment they mention 55 guards or the
horrors they are alleged to have commit
ted, invariably say ‘the Ukrainians’? Doift
they know how many other nationalities
were forced to work for the Germans?”

The considerable financial support the
Ukrainians, both in the US and in Canada,
have given for the Demjanjuk defence
over the years (by now amounting to
about$l¾million) is primarily due to the
outrage they feel at having all Ukrainians
tarred with this same appalling brush of
collaboration and anti-Semitism. It seems
that their tragic history of conquest and
oppression, and their awareness of the
desperate circumstances under which
some of their people assisted the Gen
mans, has blinded them to the necessity
for a dear distinction between three cate
gories of Ukrainians under the Nazis: the
millions forced into slave labour; the
Ukrainian nationalists who, choosing
what they thought was a lessen evil, took
up German arms against the hated
Soviets; and those few who readily — some
indeed eagerly — assisted the Nazis in their
worst crimes. Their fear of the consequ
ences of both true and false accusations
(there have been bombs, suicides and at
least one assassination in the wake of
charges) has forced them into an indiscri
minate solidarity which extends even to
individuals whose attitudes and conduct

Demjanjuk and the man he considered his saviour for four and a half years,
Iawyer Mark O’Connor, who was to be sacked Jij, the family in mid-trial
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mast of them would normally deplore.
By the late Sevenües a number of trials

against iminigrants from Eastern Europe
accused of lying about their wartime acti
vities had gone through the US courts.
Feodor Federenko had been convicted,
and would be deported to Russia, where,
in June 1987, it was announced that he had
been tried and executed. Some were
acquitted, some left the US before trial,
some appealed against denaturalisation.

The most controversial case was that of
Frank Walus, a Polish resident ofChicago,
who was accused by 11 survivors of the
Kielce ghetto of being a member of the
Gestapo there, with detailed accounts of
his barbaric deeds. lie was convicted, but
his appeal demonstrated that the eye
witnesses were wrong: he had been a
forced farm labourer in Germany as of
1940. His health insurance records and
other documentation were produced in
court, and his former employers, fondly
referring to him as “our Franzi”, gladly

gave evidence for Mm.
The Walus case, continuously held up

by opponents of the trials as proof of the
fallibility of survivor testimony 40 years
on, has haunted the American judiciary
ever since. And by the late Seventies the
Demjanjuk case, which John Horrigan
had been investigating all over Europe for
years, took shape not only as the trial of
one inclividual, but as a tool for confronta
tion between powerful forces.

In 1979 the US Department of Justice,
at the urging of several highly vocal mem
bers of Congress, set up the Office of Spe
cial Investigations, the OS’, which would
take over from the 1145 the prosecution of
suspect iznmigrants. The support of Con
gress was principally obtained through
the zealous lobbying of organisations such
as the World Jewish Congress and the
Simon Wiesenthal Center, who are obses
sively committed to rooting out and
prosecuting anyone involved in the Nazi
murders of the Jews.

The crimes, however, had been corn
mitted in the eastern territories captured
by the Russians and any documentary evi
dence was in Russian hands.

The Soviets were ready to help, up to a
point. They had three aims: to show up
the West as harbourers of Nazi criminals,
to sow dissension between the new ethnic
populations and other Americans, and to
discredit the prosperous emigrants in the
West, whose political and religious propa
ganda beamed to their homelands was
increasingly troubiesome.

To tackle this problern Ukrainians such
as John Demjanjuk, against whoni mon
strous charges could be found — or pro
duced — were a gift for the Soviets. For the
American prosecutors, however uneasy
they feit about the Russians’ underlying
motives, their co-operation was essential
to their investigations.

Ranged against the 051 and its suppor
ters is an alliânce which stretches from
respectable conservatives, with honest

niisgivings about war crhnes trials and the
Russian evidence suppiled for them, to
rabid rightists who not only passionately
loathe the Russians but also the Jews, and
reflise to accept that the Holocaust ever
took piace.

So in 1981 when John Horrigan, a
Catholic, and Harvard-educated Norman
Moskowitz, a Jew, prosecuted the
denaturalisation case in Ohio, the »em
janjuk csse, with its “Ivan the Terrible”
label, had taken on the shape of a US
Eichmann trial, even though it was only a
civil case: US law does not allow prosecu
tion for crimes committed abroad.

By this time, the Russians had delivered
by courier the original Trawniki II) card
bearing Dernjanjuk’s name and picture,
and Horrigan had not only several Treb
linka survivors on the witness stand, but
also the videoed testimony of Otto Horn, a
77-year-oid German 88 sergeant who had
been in charge of burning the bodies at
Treblinka. He was the only 55 man W-* 25
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This, the only documentary evidence, is at the core of
the case. 1f the card is genuine, it proves that
Demjanjuk was in the SS extermination programme,
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though not necessarily at Treblinka — which does not figure.
1f it is a fake, it proves what the defence has always
said — the Russians have framed an innocent Ukrainian



acquitted at the 1965 Treblinka trial in
Düsseldorf: he turned state’s evidence,
and was desc±ibed by the survivors as
“inoffensive’ His identification of
Demjanjuk as Ivan was important: he had
no axe to grind.

Demjanjuk said that he had written
“Sobibor” on his DP questionnaire as his
residence from 1937 to 1943 after “finding
the name of this village on a map’ On his
visa application in 1951 he had repeated It
merely “to be consistent’ But he had
never been in Sobibor, he said: he had lied
because a residence outside Russian terri
tory on September 1, 1939, would save
him from repatriation to Russia and
almost certain death.

He said he was conscripted into the
Russian army in 1940, wounded and taken
prisoner in the Crimea in 1942, and ended
up as a prisoner of war in Rovno in the
Ukraine and (though he only remembered
after months of interrogation) in a terrible
camp in Chelm in Poland until October
1944. To have been taken prisoner alive
was already treason in Stalin’s eyes, but
worse was to come. From there, now dres
sed “in clean but old Italian uniform’ he
was co-opted into two anti-Sovjet units,
the Galician (Waffen 55) Division in
which he “was given the 55 blood-group
tattoo’ and dien — he would add in 1984—
the Vlasov Army. (The “Galician” and the
“Vlasov Army” were military units set up
by the Germans with anti-Soviet volun
teers from the USSR.)

“1 was uncertain for a long time how
sirong the case was;’ said John Horrigan,
“until during pre-trial examination 1
interrogated Demjanjuk myself many
times. 11e works hard at playing the sim
pleton, but it isn’t true: he is actually very
intelligent. Not intellectual, of course, but
very canny.i’ It was the name “Ivan the
Terribl&’ (virtually unknown in Treblinka
but snapped up by the US media) that had
caught the imagination of the public. “But
none of this was important;’ said Horri
gan. “What mattered was that Demianjuk
was a liar. His alibi was a lie. 11e kept
adapting it as new information emergeû.
By the time we went to trial, in February,
1981,1 had no doubt whatever that he was
kan from Treblinka, a truly terrible man.
Prosecuting him, for all of us, became an
obsession?’

The judge’s decision was that Demjan
juk had lied. The prosecution case was
found proved by the documentary evi
dence plus the survivors’ testimony, and
he was de-naturalised for having falsifled
his visa application.

Four years later, with all appeals
exhausted and his extradition to Israel
getting ever closer, the support for Dem
janjuk turned into a carefully orchestrated
attack on those considered responsible for
his plight. William Turchyn, a self-styled
“archivist” who has been a mainstay of the
Demjanjuk defence for years, made a
speech in 1985 to North American ethnic
leaders which was widely distributed
under the die “Victory Without Fear”.
11e addressed himself to what he and

26 many others saw as the four main issues of

such cases: the “alliance” between the
Jewish-dominated OSI and “the evil
KGB”; the pervasive influence of Jews in
Anerican public life; the danger to
Christianity arising from these “Nazi
hunting” activities, and the “fraud and
corruption?’ which produced such fabri
cated cases. lie found the testimony
against Demjanjuk “contradictory. . . self
serving... questionable ... and very fiRud
ulent, probably due to the profit moüve?

*****
John Demjanjuk arrived in Israel on the
morning of February 28, 1986. Wearing
that same brown suit and open-necked
white shirt he has been seen in ever since,
he asked permission upon getting off the
plane to kiss the ground of the Holy Land.
Permission was refused.

It was to a great extent to unite their
divided generations and national elements
that Israel 25 years ago kidnapped and
tried Eichmann, that quintessential
“desk-murderer” And now again, though
with enormous reluctance and misgivings,
they had accepted Demjanjuk for trial,
perhaps less from a sense of justice than in
order to make history serve to unify their
people and strengthen their resolve.

Specifically, it was the Americans who
persuaded them to stage their second
war-crimes trial. By 1984 the American

government was anxious to justify the
enormous expenditures incurred for 350
investigations and 50 civil trials, with 300
more cases still in the pipeline. They tried
to get first the West Germans and then the
Israelis to accept a deportee for a criminal
trial. The Israelis had always felt, rightly
or wrongly, that the Eicbmann trial
satisfied their country’s need for a synibo
lic act. And the West Germans, who since
1958 have investigated tens of thousands
of cases and brought several hundred to
trial (among them the Einsatzgnippen,
Auschwitz, Majdanek, Sobibor, Treblinka
and Trawniki trials, each lasting for
years), still have a large backlog of their
own. Both declined for years, but Israel,
under continuing American pressure,
finally agreed, sub ject to three conditions:
the accused had to be healthy and reason
ably young, indictable for murdei and
creclible witnesses had to be available.
John Demjanjuk fulfilled the conditions.

The prospect of the trial aroused the
most contrary emotions in Israel. First
and foremost the discomfort (which
would persist to the end of the trial) of
trying someone whose identity was in
doubt. Then, remembering the Eichmann
trial, there were reservations about the
“show tial” aspect, and fears that it would
reopen appafling wounds. Set against that

was the hope that it would be a catharsis —

that by learning to ünderstand what it
took for a Jew to survive Treblinka, and
that by airing the horrible dilemma and
complex guilt-feelings of the “work-Jews”
of the death camps (and by extension, of.
the Jewish councils and police — the
Judenrüthe and Kapos of the ghettos), the
generations night at last be reconciled.

While the prosecution team of 30 con
tinued the worldwide search for docu
mentation and witnesses which resulted
in the almost encyclopaedic knowledge
they later displayed, the Demjanjuk circle
in America was busy, too. Ed Nishnic,
Demjanjuk’s son-in-law, left his job to
take over fund-raising and co-ordination.
lie acquired wit demonic energy over
the years a vast store ofhistorical, political
and legal information. “We have a baby:’
his wife Irene said sadly, “but no life.”

“T know what you are doing’ Demjan
juk whispered to her once on a prison
visit, “but please, live — live your life?’

It was not possible: Lydia’s marriage
broke up and the defence team, including
Turchyn and another ready helper, James
McDonald, who had connections wit
Spoüight a leading publication of the mdi
cal right, established their headquarters
in the basement of the Demjanjuk house.

One of Demjanjuk’s earliest supporters

Almost invariably impassive, iohn Demjanjuk here shows a rare moment of reaction. Next to lijm is his lsraeli
Ukrainian interpreter, Isiya Zobelman who, although exceptionally discreet, loathed the assignment



was Jerome Brentar, a travel agent of
Croatian extraction who after the war had
worked in Germany as an Wo sereening
officer. 11e is stili proud today, he told ‘is
with engaging frankness, of the help he
gave to “suitable” ixnmigrants.”We man
aged to get thousands of Waffen SS over
here and helped them get established.
And we got advice on just what people had
to say to get their visas.”

His agency specialises fr “visits home”
for the area’s huge immigrant population.
11e also heads the Cleveland chapter of the
St Raphael Society (Motto: “To aid the
traveller in need”). In Rome after the war
the society, true to its motto, was
instrumental in getting Adoif Eichmann,
among others, Out of Europt

Brentar, at his own expense, travelled
widely on Demjanjuk’s behalf gerting

statements from thee Pohsh villagers
near Treblinka that Demjanjuk’s photo
graph in no way resembied the “Ivan”
they had known: a “giant” approaching
his forties, with greying hair. 11e then
visited Kurt Frana, Treblinkas deputy
commandant, in his German prison where
this most awful of the SS men stifi alive is
serving a life sentence, and got an affidavit
wijt an identical description.

The Polish War Crimes Commission
announced that the Polish wimesses had
been “unduly influenced’ (Later, two of
Demjanjuk’s present defence lawyers
travelled to Poland to interview them —
“unaccompanied and not interfered with
in any way”, they told us — and, although
Israeli visas and Polish travel permits had
been provided, decided not to cail them.
And the same lawyers would decide, too,
to dispense wiffi Franz’s testimonyj

Brentar and other lobbyists for Derh
janjuk see no reason for embarrassment at
their meffiods: to them the end justifies
the means. Their aim is to use men such as
Demjaujuk in their holy war against corn
munism, to make them into symbols for
their battie against the hated Soviets.

In this battie the fanatical right was
soon joined by respectable conservatives
and liberals, who also warned against put
ting any mist in Soviet-supplied evidence.

The biggest gun in Demjanjuk’s sup
port came from the heart of the White
House when Patrick Buchanan, then Pres
idem Reagan’s Chief of Communications,
came to his defence. Writing in syndicated
columns in the Washington Post and the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, he attacked the
treaunent of Demjanjuk, who was clearly
innocent. 11e was “a decent and honest
family man whose life has been ))))-)- 27
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Key witness Otto Horn, SS sergeant
in Treblinka’s ‘upper camp’



destroyed by Sovjet malice and American
gu1libility” Quite understandably, said
Buchanan, he had lied on his visa applica
tion to avoid being repatriated to Russia
and executed “as a traitorous member of
the Vlasov Army”; his name was not on
any of “the Trawniki rosters or Treblinka
transfer lists now in possession of the
defence”; the only documentary evidence
- the Trawniki ID card - had been
“proved a fake” by two experts; Polish
witnesses who had “definitely” estab
lished “Ivan” as being twice Demjanjuk’s
age and hall again his size had been pre
vented from coming to testiij; and, most
important of all, various people had
recorded the fact that the monstrous
“Ivan” had been killed in 1943, in the
Treblinka uprising.

All this made impressive reading for
millions, coming as it did from such an
authoritative spokesman. But unfortu
nately, as we will see, none of his “facts”
were truc.

Buchanan’s information, as he told us in
Washington last year, came from Mark
O’Connor, who was Demjanjuk’s chief
counsel from 1982 until June 1987, when
the family finally sacked him.

In a way O’Connor, too, was a symbolic
figure, for he had been provided as S sort
of legacy by a man highly placed in US
public affairs, who as a passionate anti-
Communist became a staunch supporter
of Demjanjuk, and appeared as a witness
for the defence in his US trial in 1981.

Ed O’Connor was an Irish-American of
considerable charm and ability who was
the most active of three Commissioners of
Displaced Persons appointed by President
Truman. Like Jerome Brentar — a close
friend in Germany in the Fifties — he was
very early convinced öf the Russian
menace, and helped half a million Di’s to
enter the US, and 1½ million more to find
homes in other countries. He later
described these immigrants as “... active
seeds of Russian disafkcüon

In 1982 this powerful man recommend
cd that his 40-year-old son Mark, who
had taken a law degree in Buffalo after
his Vietnam service as a captain but had
never pleaded a major case in court,
should take over the Demjanjuk case.

It would be difficult to overstate the
harm which Mark O’Connor’s inexperi
ence and naïveté, coupled with an almost
mystical anti-Soviet ideology, did to his
dient. After the deportation hearing and
two appeals had failed, knowledgeable
sympathisers in the American Ukrainian
community (wbich had already funded
the defence to the tune of $750,000) sug
gested replacing O’Connor with either of
two well-known trial lawyers of Ukrainian
descent. But the Demjanjuks, remember
ing Ed O’Connor’s help and dazzled by
his son’s charm and promises of eventual
victory over the conspiracy of the KGB
and the 051, didn’t listen.

For three years Ed O’Connor had stood
behind his son with advice and political
connecüons. But when he died, in 1985,
Mark O’Connor was on his owu.

Until a few days before the extradition

to Israel, he had assured the family it

would never happen. When it did, he was
still cheerful. “There’s nothing to worry
about;’ he kept telling the Demjanjuks in
chatty overseas phone calls from Jeru
salem. “The prosecution hasn’t got a case:
they’re getting ready to drop it.”

11e complained bitterly to whoever
would listen that his attempts to prepare
the casê were blocked by the impossibility
of finding an Israeli lawyer to assist him,
and by the refusal of the Israelis “who had
financed Eichmann’s defence” to do the
same for Demjanjuk.

However, when Gershon Orion, a dis
tinguished Israeli lawyer and expert on
identificarion, at the request of the Israeli
Bar Association, offered his services free
of charge (except for the minimal legal
aid which was all Eichmann’s defence
received), O’Connor was deeply suspi
cious. Within a week he had firmly
stamped down on Oriox?s proposal for a
different approach to the case: to begin

with a “mini-trial” purely on the question
of identity. Such a procedure, if allowed by
the judges, would cut out the dangers of a
show-trial. 1f the prosecuüon could no:
prove his identity, the trial would be over.

But this did not appeal to O’Connor at
all: he sacked Dr Orion before there was
time to sign a contract, told Ed Nishnic to
go and get more money, and hired a quiet
Cleveland lawyer, John Gil, for a 50:50
split of the fees after the first $250,000, of
which he would keep 70 per cent.

Then, for a modest fee, he enlisted as
adviser on Jsraeli law an intelligent 38-
year-old native-born Israei of Ukrainian
descent, Yoram Shefrel, who speaks seven
languages and shared his detestation of
the Russians. Also, like many Israeis of
his generation, he has ambivalent feelings
about the survivors, and glories in
impossible tasks. “T wouldn’t have taken it
on if T thought Demjanjuk was ‘kan’,” he
told me. “But that’s the indictment, and
legally nothing else he might have done

counts” — an observation which, however
cynical it appears, may prove to be
prophetically accurate.

O’Connor, happy in the security of
heading a team, and with money stream
ing in from generous American and Cana
dian Ukrainians, was full of optimism.
“We’ll fly John home in triumph,” he
announced to the Demjanjuks. “The Sen
are will quash the denaturalisation and we
will have struck the greatest blow for free-
dom in this century?’ And he quoted to all
and sundry Buchanan’s final literary flour
ish: John Demjanjuk may be the vic
tim of an American Dreyfus case?’

Less exuberant as the trim drew nearer,
he talked time and again about the lack of
credibility of the survivors. “1f the Israelis
persist in going ahead,” he told me two
months before it started, “I’m going to
tam their witnesses inside out and show
them up for what they really are.”

The discrediting of the witnesses’
memories is a legitimate strategy in cross
examination. But, in pursuing it, he took
on the Jews’ greatest taboo, the nightmare
which has pursued the survivors asleep
and awake for 45 years... that they, Jews,
helped to kuil Jews.

Once the trial started, it took lijm
hardly any time to get to this point. His
primary target, Treblinka survivor
Eliyahu Rosenberg, who was 20 when he
arrived at Treblinka in 1942 and was
posted to the “upper camp” — the worst
assignment for any “work-Jew’ 11e has
testifled in many trials and is the strongest
and niost controversial Israei witness.

“Is it not true that. - . taking out the life
less bodies was one part of your work?”
O’Connor opened his attack.

“Truc.”
“...and... cleaning of the gas chambers

once the lifeless bodies were removed?”
“Yes. . . and to clean the stains..
O’Connor pounced. ‘Was sealing the

gas chainbers also part ofyour duties?”
There were angry murmurs in the hall,

and Judge Levin intervened, as he would
often have to do, in an effort to stem
O’Connor’s emotive approach. “So the
components of the work were 1) to take
out the corpses, 2) clean up, and 3) sea] the
doors?” he asked.

“Yes... [When] there was a shout from
an SS, ‘Rampe raus’ [Ramp detail oa the
double], we knew... we had to lower the
doorsandflllthegapsinwithsand..”

“Are you now saying that with the
innocent naked men, women and child
ren [sealed] in the gas chambers, you stood
on the Rampe while they died in agony?”

“To my great sorrow, yes?’
Rosenberg is a strong, massive figure of

a man, rather like Demjanuk, with a stub
bom working-man’s voice and n cragged
angry face. When they were both 20— one
a blond Ukrainian, one a dark-haired Pol
ish Jew - their essential East European
resemblance may have been less obvious,
but aow it is astounding.

Whether Rosenberg’s personal con
frontations with Demjanjuk date back to
Treblinka 45 years ago or only began at
the Cleveland trial, it became *+
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DEMJANJUI( continued

increasingly evident over the months of
the irial that a strong and rather fright
ening current existed between the two
men — one in the dock on trial for his life,
the other his most vocal and practised
accuset

Demjanjuk much of the time gave the
impression of being a spectator at his own
trial. But if one observed closely, he did of
course show tension: he continually
siretched his jaws, sipped water, clenched
his hands and pulled at his fingers.

“1f he is really innocent, though’ said
Israeli psychologist Dan Bar-On, “then
however often he has heard these accusa
tions, he would have to show anger?’

That afternoon, too, Eliyahu Rosenberg
related a unique occasion when a group of
Polish Jews, being driven through the
“mbe” — the fenced-in path to the gas
chambers — pitched themselves en mane
against the barbed wire, toppling one sec
tion of it, and ran Out into the “upper
camp”.

“How were they able to break out of the
‘tube’,” asked O’Connor.

“It wasn’t a problem for people who
knew they were going to their death to
push down a fence,” said the witness drily.
“They could have pushed down a walL”

O’Connor led Rosenberg — his purpose
only apparent at the end — through a
minute description of these victims’ ab
ominable suffering when they were locked
into one of the small gas chambers, chlor
iiie was poured in through an opening in
the roof and they took all night to die.

“Good heavens,” he exclaimed, as he
reached the point he had been aiming for.
“What did you feel when you saw them so
heroically rebel? Did you not find it in
your heart to help than?”

The prosecutor shot to his feet but the
judge stopped him. “No:’ he said. “The
defence has a hard task. 1 will give them
the chance to explore even this avenue.”

Rosenberg was trembling now. “How
could 1 help?” he said. “There was no pos
sibility of contact. 1 couldn’t even shout at
±ealflhad..” Hepausedandthengave
vent to his fliry and the despair O’Connor
had proved incapable ofunderstanding.

“What could T say to than? Not to go?
The worst anti-Semites never asked me
such a guestion?’ Then he turned to the
dock and—it was impulsive, not theatrical
— stretched out his arm stiffly, pointed
at Demjanjuk. “Ask kim why T didn’t try
to help;’ he shouted hoarsely. ‘1 would
have been thrown into a pit ofbloed?’

It was at that moment that Demjanjuk,
flushed to the roots of his hair, said in
Hebrew, “You are a liar?’

The angerof
an innocent man?
Was this, as 1 certainly feit at the time, the
anger of an innocent man that Dan Bar
On had predicted? But O’Connor could
never leave well enough alone. Time and
again, ignoring the lawyer’s golden rule
never to ask a question to which he doesn’t
know the answer, his “blind” questions

led to calamity.
Thus, another day he asked Pinhas

Epstein, “When you saw John Demjanjuk
get off the plane, did that man fit the
‘memory you couldn’t forget’?” (lie had
spoken ofhis daily nightxnares.)

‘We were in that place — together, one
might say — for almost a year,” replied
Epstein, a man of considerable dignity.
“Iie was 22 or 23, T was 17. He was tall,
thick-necked, with those protruding ears
...andthewayhewalked-shalllshow
ii)” he asked the judge. He produced an
uncanny likeness of the way we had all
seen Demjanjuk walk. “Heavily,” Epstein
said, as he demonstrated, “his weight on
his left foot, just as he did when he step
ped oft the plane arriving in Israel . . . ‘Oh,
my Ged, my God,’ T said to my wife. ‘Look
at the walk. That’s just how T saw him
walking every day in Treblinka?” His
wife, sitting just in front of me, nodded
vigorously. “Exactly,” she whispered,
“that’s exactly what he said.”

It was one of those moments when one’s
doubçs dissolve: this was no honor story,
no prepared scenario by a professional
witness. lie could not have known this
question would be asked — just as O’Con
nor had not expected the answer the
memory ofhow a man walked, a character
istic that does not change with age.

It was, not surprisingly perhaps, the
survivors’ testimony which provoked the
strongest comments in America’s and
(ermany% hate-journals; showing that
the shadow of the “gas chambers never

existed” cabal hovered over the trial.
David McCalden (aka Lewis Brandon)

in the extreme right magazine Tru:h Mis
sion: “Absent from the Israel case is its
basics: no murder weapon nor any foren
sic evidence to show there ever was one...
no corpse or corpses, nor any. . . evidence
that such ever existed... (and no) doen
mentation (that) such an enormous prog
ramme was ever presented ... only recy
cled hearsay..?’

And the broadsheet Osidienst in Ham
burg warned its public: “1f Demjanjuk
can be convicted on ... manufactured evi
dence ... it opens the door wide to the
‘Auschwitz-lie’ thesis. In Germany discus
sion is rife: why is there new anti
Semitism in a country with almost no
Jews? It is trials such as this one against
Ivan Demjanjuk which are responsible?’

And William Turchyn, to Ukrainian
leaders: “The real ‘Ivan’ was killed by the
inmates.in1943...Ididnotinventthis
fact. . . The death of ‘kan’ was reported by
a Treblinka survivor. . . ina sworn affidavir
in Vienna ... This (same) survivor... tes—
tified... against John Demjanjuk. 1 leave
the conclusion for you?’

“Ivan is dead” became the cornerstone
of O’Connor’s public relations in Israel as
it has been in America. Iie expected to
prove it through Eliyahu Rosenberg, who
had made the Vienna statement in 1947.

“Did you say there,” he asked, “that
people in the “upper camp” inciuding
Ivan were killed in the uprising?”

“1 said that comrades from W*
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DEMJANJUK continued

the “lower camp” said they had heaten to a
puip some Ukrainians, inciuding Iva&”

“Did you think Uien that everything
(you said Uien] was the trutli?”

.1 certainly knew that certain parts of
itwere truc..?’

“What was not mie?”
“T found Out later that sonie of the

acts ofheroism T described wat not truc?’
This was a success for O’Connor — a

survivor had acimitted that he had lied —

and he could have left it at that. Instead he
triumphandy announced to the world’s
press that the man who had takea down
Rosenberg’s statement in 1947 — “an
Jsraeli for whom 1 have the highest
regard” — would appear as a defence wit
ness “to testify about what Rosenberg had
really witt in Vienna, which would estab
lish once and for all that Ivan was dead?’
“IVAN DEAD” appeared in headlines all
over the world next day.

But O’Connor’s wimess did not appear
(he hurriedly left for America). And
worse, whether or not he was aware of it, a
1965 statement from the Düsseldorf Treb
links ixial had been entered in the trial
record — by SS sergeant Gustav Münzber
ger, Ivan’s immediate boss at the gas
chambers. lie was asked, “What hap
pened to Ivan?” “Ivan?” he had said. “lie
came with my group to Trieste. Toward
the end he cleared off into the partisans.”

That statement — which could account
for the “Italian uniform” Demjanjuk had
said he ended the war in — is supported by
information which did not come before

the court. The director of the Adriatic
Tnsütute for Research into Partisan War
fare, Dr Giuliano Fogar, told us in 1986 in
Trieste, “A lot of people gat away from the
Germans in those last weeks... The —-
sans took anybody; they put them into
some sort of Italian uniform and put them
where they could shoot at Germans?’

And two kalians in Trieste, one a for
mer carabiniere, the other a former
shoemaker, identified Demjanjuk’s photo
graph in 1977. The carabiniere, now over
80 and too BI to be a witness, said he had
met him at San Sabba, the notorious SS
concentration camp for Italian Jews. He
remembered him clearly, he said, because
the man told him they had “been killing
Jews in Poland”. The shoemaker (not cal
ledbecause he would have been a “reluc
tant witness”) went further: he identified
Demjanjuk by name: he had been a cus
tomer ofhis at SS headquarters.

A catastrophe
for the defence
O’Connor’s last cross-examination at the
end of the prosecution’s case, before the
Demjanjuks finally dismissed him in
June, produced yet another catastrophe
for the defence.

The three judges had travelled to West
Berlin (unprecedented for an Israeli
court) for a “rogatoiri” (the hearing of a
wimess who cannot travel) of Otto Horn,
die SS man who, as a aon-viczim, was a key
witness for the identification of “Ivan’

Questioned not at all gently by Tsraeli
prosecutor Michael Horowitz, who
loathed being in Germany and loathed
Horn toc, the old man described “Ivan”
with precision: “1 saw him all the time,”
he said, “except when T was on night duty
or mi leave. lie was light-haired, 1.75 or
1.80 tail, strong, solid, about 23 years old.
lie wore a black uniform, cap and boots...
carried a pistol and a whip..?’

O’Connor understandably was desper
ate to discredit in some way this wimess
whose description of “Ivan” was so close
to that on the Trawniki ID card. lie asked,
“And you did nothing yourself, only
watched?. . .But stil.. .you consider your-
self innocent?”

“Morally’ said Horn slowly, with unex
pected dignity, “is was my responsibility
too. But that’s what all of us did: we just
stoodby.J’

A little later, O’Connor asked weightily,
“Do you know that John Demjanjuk is oa
trial for his life?”

“What? What?” asked Bom, who is
aow rather deaf. “His life?”

“Yes. Do you zealise that what you say
here, now, can hang this man?”

“Now really, Mr O’Connor,” interposed
Judge Levin, with an apology to the pres
iding German judge, Hans Jürgen Muller.
“Nobody has said yet that anyone is going
to hang?’

Horn, his mmd working a little slowly,
had missed this exchange. “1 didn’t know
anybody was still hanged,” he said, sound-
ing and. “In 1979 1 recognised the photo

graph as Ivan. T now also chink — (he com
promised) there is a resemblance?’ lie
paused. “1 cannot help it’ he said regret
fully. “The resemblance is there?’

And Otto Bom delivered a final blow to
the defence’s most important claim, that
“Tvan” was killed in the Treblinka revolt.

“1 was on leave when it took place,”
lom said. “When T came back the bar
racks had been burned down. Only the gas
chambers remained standing. Afterwards,
they stiJl gassed people.” Then he added,
unasked, “Inn was there- 1 sawhim?’

*****
Back in Tsrael, the judges were said not to
be entirely happy with the sacking of
O’Connor, “really because a change in
midstream is usually bad for the defen
dant’ said someone close to the court.
Demjanjuk, no doubt brainwashed into
accepting O’Connor as his saviour,
seemed depressed for days. His family, by
contrast, were relieved, especially when a
desperate search for a senior lawyer pro
duced Canadian-tikranian Paul Chumak, a
highly-regarded former chief prosecutot

The responsibility for leading Demjan
juk through his evidence when he
appeared as the first witness for the
defence (as required by Israeli law), would
now fali on John Gil. “O’Connor really
should be disbarred,” he fumed two weeks
later, while Demjanjuk was oa the stand.
“Would you believè that in five years lie
did not find a single witness we could use,
and nobody ever worked with Demjanjuk?
Mark wouldn’t let us go near him; >*—*
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DEMJANJW( continued

he was his property. After he finally left, T
went to the prison to prepare Demjanjuk
for his testimony. ‘What you doing, John?’
he said to me. ‘What’s all these questions?
You a prosecutor now?”

Certainly, with O’Connor gone, the
defence would be conducted in a far more
serious mannei and Sheftel, now acting as
chief counsel, a fact which appalled mast
Israeis, succeeded too in finding reput
able expert wimesses in England and Hol
land. Nevertheless the case was extztmely
difficult, the flindamental problem being
Demjanjuk’s alibi.

Demjanjuk’s account of his life until
1942 was generally accepted: with four
years’ schooling, he became a tractor
driver on a collective fanu in the Ukraine.
1{e was conscripted in 1940, wounded in
action, taken prisoner in the Crimea in
late 1941, and briefly held ina 1>0W camp
in Rovno. There the disputes begint

The prosecuüon ciaimed he then volun
teered as a foreign auxiliary in the SS, and
was trained for the Akrion Reinhard at
Trawniki not later than July, 1942. Though
sent for brief periods to Okszôw, a farm
worked by Jewish women, and Sobibor,
his main posting, they say, was Treblinka,
where survivors claim he spent most of
the year between July 1942 and Septem
ber 1943 servicing the gas chambers.

Demjanjuk says that this is not true:
from Rovno he was sern to a terrible camp
at Chelm, where he stayed for 18 months.

Historians called by the prosecution
said it was impossible: no prisoners stayed

j there for 18 months. The first 100,000
Russian POWs died in the appalling con
ditions that wintex, except for those trans
ferred to work in Germany. Early in 1943,
with the camp now empty, new lots
arrived but stayed only for short periods.
In September 1943, with the Italian sur
render to the Allies, 13,000 Italians, made
POWs, came to Chelm: Demjanjuk never
mentioned their presence.

Demjanjuk first told the Americans he
left the camp in late 1944, but when evi
dence was presented that Chelm was cap
tured by the Russians in July 1944, he
revised his departure: he left the camp in
the spring, with 350 other Ukrainians, to
join the Galician (Waffen SS) flivision in
Graz, Austria. There he was given the 58( blood-group tattoo. (This, too, is virtually
impossible: only 55 and Western Waffen
85 frontilne troups plus a few exceptions
such as the Aktion Reinhard men in
Trieste received this medical precaution.)

A few weeks late; he says, he was trans
ferred to the Vlasov Army in Heuberg,
Germany, where he was assigned to a unit
“guarding the generals’ He stayed there
for a year, “not doing anything much’ and
wound up in various DP camps after the
war. In Heuberg, he says, he “scraped of?’
the tattoo “because only the 85 had it, and
the Vlasov Army wasift 55”. The mark
that remained was tiny, and — extraordi
narily again - Demjanjuk hixnself drew
the attention of the Americans to it.

But this, too, was impossible, say the
experts. The Galician Division was train-

ing in uorth Germany until July 1944,
1000 kilometres from Graz. The Vlasov
Army did not exist until November 1944,
thus was not at Heuberg — and there were
certainly no generals to guard at the time
he claimed. Besides, the Galician Division
never received the 55 blood-group tattoo.

He had forgotten
justone place
The defence countered with testimony
from Nikolai Tolstoy, the well-known
writer on forced repatriation and the
Vlasov Army. Me had not been eager to go
to Israel until the defence sent him tran
scripts of some of the testimony. Reading
these, Demjanjuk’s stubborn adherence to
his story for 12 years, and what he saw as
his “simplicity of mmd”. convinced Tol
stoy that he was telling the truth. In court
he testifled about the very real fears that
DPs had of repatriation, about which he
himself had wrkten: there zoere groups of
disaffected Russians all over Gennany,
and he feit therefore that Demjanjuk’s
story was “both internally consistent and,
insofar as it could be checked, reflected
larger historical events’

Chelm was to haunt Demjanjuk
throughout the Israei trial. How was it,
the chief prosecutor asked, that over the
first eight months of American interroga
don, when he remembered so clearly
everything else about his life, he had “for
gotten” just one place — the “mast terrible
place he had ever been to”? For just the

period when the prosecution said he was
at Trawniki and Treblinka he had “forgot
ten”chelm?

“1 guess onlv God knows how it hap
pened,” said Demjanuk.

“You are saying,” asked Judge Dalia
Dorner, “that when the prosecution says
you were at Treblinka, you were actually
at Chelm. Is that right?” “Yes.” “And Mis,”
she shook her head in disbelief, “this you
didn’t remember when you appeared
before the Arnerican investigators?”

“Mr Demjanjuk,” said Judge Levin,
“Please listen to me very careflilly. T want
to explain to you what an alibi is... Chelm,
Chelm isyour alibi.”

“Honourable Judges,” he answered,
an honest person and have always

told the tuth. Have you never forgotten
anythinginyourlife?”

Judge Dorner said sadly, “Yes, yes., but
this..?’

The court was dead quiet. Deinjanjuk’s
face was glistening with sweat and his
voice trembied when he replied, “Your
Honour, it was read out [from the US
transcripts] that T said 1 had been in two
cams, one of which T forgot the name oL
1 wish to be shown [those statements]?’

The judge stopped Blattman as he rose.
“Don’t object;’ he said. “Me is on a grave
charge and in a predicament. Let us show
him. Maybe is will help him. Justice must
be seen as well as done?’

The court was silent while Demjanjuk,
his Enghsh reading ability minimal,
slowly read the transeript. “T have »)»-*
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read it,” he said dien, stiffly.
“It says 1 was in Rovno and
another place and T forgot the
name. 1 can’t say why 1 forgot: T
just did?’

“Maybe there is a different
reason?’ said Blattinan in his
severe, measured voice. “You
weren’t as Chelm?’

Demjanjulc’s answer came
back in a flash — no trembling
now, or primitivity either:
“That’s what you say. 1 say 1 was
at Rovno and Chelm, two caxnps.
1f you say T was at Sobibor and
Treblinka, you’ll have to prove it?’

In the end there is only one
piece of documentary evidence:
the bitterly contested Trawniki
ID card. For, contrary to wint
Patrick Buchanan wrote, neither
the prosecution nor the defence
have any Treblinka or Trawnilci
staff documentation: there is
nothing left except one Trawniki
duty roster, with 14 names.

The Russians say they found
the ID in one of their war
archives. Demjanjuk’s backers
say, how convenient—theyfaked it.

The controversial document in
the Demjanjuk case is the “Ser
vice II) No 1393” from the 55
training camp Trawniki where
between 1941 and 1943 about
3500 foreign auxiliaries, most of
them from the Baltic countries
and the Ukraine, were prepared
for work connected with the
Aktion Reinhard.

1f the document is genuinc, It

J proves that the account Dernjan
juk gave of his life between May
1942 and the end of 1943 is a lie

tand that — even if he was not the
monstrous “Ivan” — he was a
Inember of this infamous unit. Its
huthenticity has been hotly dis

uted since its appearance, first
.n the US and now in Israel, by
Demjanjuk’s defence and back-
en, who are passionately con
vinced that it is a KGB fake.

Their beief that it is a fake
sterns mainly from its prove
lance, Russia. Nonetheless, it is
in untidily spelt — and printed —
locument and the defence cite
three substantial points to back
their claim: there is (very curious
for any ID) no date either of issue
or of validity. Strange, too, Dem
janjuk’s two postings are written
in by hand, so that the bearer
could, at least theoretically, have
written in, and transferred him
self to, any place he wished.

Even more peculiar, the 55
quartermaster, Teufel, who
signed Demjanjuk’s card No 1393
as Rottenführer (private), was
promoted to Unserscharführer
(corporal) on July 19, 1942. But
Teufel signed a lower-numbered
card, No 1211 (one of three the

‘Areyou
threatening
this court?’
The last week of the trial pro
duced the angriest confrontation
between judges and defence.
Canadian lawyer Paul Chumak,
who during his six months on the
team had won the court’s respect
for his professional demeanour,
denounced the ID card as part of
the ffICGB conspiracy” which had
put Demjanjuk in the dock. The
Russians, he said, were punishing
Demjanjuk for defecting, all
Ukrainians for not wanting to
live in the Soviet Union, and
causing dissension between Jews
and Ukrainians everywhere.
Picking up Patrick Buchanan’s
“Dreyfus case” description, he
warned the judges to “be care
flil”: Israeli justice was “on tial’

“Are you threatening this
court?” asked Judge Dorner on»
nously.

It was not he who threatened
anyone, Mr Chumak replied. (lie
would “unreservedly” apologise
the next day.) It was the Soviets
with their plans for world
domination. He said that a few
years from now the KGB may do
to Israel exactly what they had
done to Ivan Demjanjuk.

*****
But he is wrong: it is not the
KGB or the Americans who put
Demjanjuk where he is >))-*
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Russians sent to Israel last that after two of the first three
August) with his new rank. survivors had described’Ivan” as

And the most important wit- “short-necked” and “broad
ness Sheftel found, Dr Julius faced”, the gallery should have
Grant, one of Britain’s most dis- included a majority of faces of
tinguished forensic scientists, that description. As n CBS repor
considered Demjanjuk’s signa- ter from Cleveland remarked, “1f
ture, in Cyriuic writing, “un- you go to a service at St Vladi
likely” to be genuine. All these mir’s, heads like Demjanjuk’s are
are considerable flaws in a docu- a dime a dozen?’
ment on which the life of a man Finally, alinost two years were
now partly depends. The Rus- to elapse before all of the 10 sur
sians could have learnt in 1975 vivors who would evenmally tes
that Demjanjuk’s name was on tify in America had been shown
the American “master list” the photospreads. The five who
linked with Sobibor, making him testifled in Israel (four have died,
an ideal tool for their political and one was too fragile to take the
machinations. stand) all said they did not dis

But if that was in fact their cuss the identification among
game, why stop at Sobibor? Why themselves. But it is known that
not place him flrmly at Treb- until quite recently the few survi
linka? His identification by the vors of the “tapper camp” who
Treblinka survivors was known remained alive met at a cemetery
long before the first photocopy of every August 2 — the anniversary
the document arrived in the West of the revolt — to commemorate
in 1978. It thus seems hard to those who died. Is it humanly
beieve that, 1f the Soviets had possible that they would not have
really faked the document in mentioned to each other on
order to create a cause célèbre, August 2, 1976, 19fl or 197g the
they would not have added a incredible survival of Ivan? Or
posting to Treblinka. that those who are friends never

1f Demjanjuk’s case is gravely discussed this shattering devel
imperilled by his own mention of opment as soon as it was known?
the blood-group tattoo and Sobi
bor, the prosecution case hangs
on a less-than-satisfactory ID
card, plus photo-identifications
which many people feel were car
ried out with less than impec-’
cable procedures.

The original identifications, in
Israel in May 1976, were pre
ceded by multi-lingual advertise
ments in the Israeli press, asking
any survivor who had known
a “war criminal” Feodor
Federenko at Treblinka, or Ivan
Demjanjuk at Sobibor, to come
forward. No one did, but the
defence points out that the ads
could have provided an uncon
scious conjunction of “Ivan” with
Treblinka, so that when its survi
vors, only a few days later, were
confronted with the photo
spreads (with a photograph
perhaps resembling “Ivan”), a
suggestion could have remained
in their minds. Although few of
the SS and normally none of the
Jewish workers knew the sur
names of the auxiliaries (who in a
way were “non-persons” too, to
the Nazis), the very first man to
identify “Ivan’ Mr Eugene
Turowski (now deceased), said he
knew Demjanjük’s family name.

The defence further says that
the arrangement of the visa
photos, with Demjanjuk’s and
Federenko’s pictures next to each
other, was suggestive. Besides,
Demjanjuk’s full -faced pheto
graph on that ‘age was bigger
than the others. They feel, too,
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DEMJANJUI( continued

today. It is Demjanjuk himself.
Why had he claimed, on not

one but two official documents,
to have lived in Sobibor? The
mystery remains where it started
30 years ago. Time and again he
has been asked the same question
by investigators, and by judges.

“Your Honours,” he said
despairingly, in Israel, “1f 1 had
really been in that terrible place,
would 1 have been stupid enough
to say sö?”

Israeli prosecutor Michael
Shaked, the mest elegant legal
mmd addressing the court,
believes that, needing a residence
outside Russin, he chose a place
he kne% in case he was ever
questioned. Knowing only Sobi
bor, Treblinka, and a few neigh
bouring villages, he chose the les
ser of two evils, hoping no one
would be left to identify him.

Demjanjuk bolstered that
explanation in pre-trial inter
rogation. “Superintendent Rus
sek asked OU on April 4, 1986’
said Shaked,” ‘Were you ever in
either of the following places:
Kossow or Miedzyrze-Podieski?’
You said you didn’t want to
answer. Me asked the same ques
tion again and you said, ‘No corn
ment — you are pushing me
towards Treblinka.’ What 1 want
to know is, how did you know
this was pushing you toward
Treblinka?” Blushing deeply,
Demjanjuk snid, “It wasn’t a
question 1 wanted to reply to?’

The ludge tried to help him.
“Did you feel (looking at the
map) these two plnces being near
Treblinkameant you were being
pushed towards Treblinkn?”
Demjanjuk didn’t notice the help-
ing hand. “No;’ he said. “1 didn’t
know where those plnces were?’

‘Uai Iiaiyou
arealiar’
In February this year the pro
secution’s finni arguments were
interrupted by the defence, who
brought Eliyahu Rosenberg back
to the stand to confront hini with
a staternent he had made in 1945,
implying that he had seen some
one named “Gustav beating
[Ivani to death with a spade’:

Rosenberg admitted that the
statement had been untrue. Many
things were said and done in the
euphoria of surviving Treblinka,
he said, which were the resuk of
wishful thinking and the desire to
be part of a heroic deed.

“Liar, liar, you are a liar!”
Denijanjuk shouted hoarsely at
Rosenberg in Hebrew.

It is hard to estimate how
Rosenberg’s untruths will affect
the judges’ view of him now

Their questions during the pro
secution’s final arguments, many
on dubious points in the original
photo-identifications, clearly
demonstrnted that they were
troubled by gaps in the evidence.

Whnt did the prosecution
claim had happened to Dernjan
juk after Treblinka? Were they
saying that he went to Trieste, or
that he was transferred to concen
tration camps as a guard?

Where he went afterwards,
said the chief prosecutor, was not
the question before the court: he
was indicted for Treblinka, and
the prosecution had concentrated
their evidence on Treblinkn.

But was it not uue, asked
Judge Levin, that the accused
could have used the ID card as an
alibi, as proof that he was in Sobi
bor, not at Treblinka?

He offered the same point to
the defence. “You need to be very
dear in your rnind’ he said. “As
his counsel, should you not
advise him to change his alibi?”
The judges, of course, had not yet
come to any decision, he said,
“but if we ctnclude that the ID is
nuthentic, and that his alibi is not
tue, this could drente major
cutnulative weight as far as the
identification is concerned.

“Identifications are never fool
prooi;” Judge Levin warned,
“and if the alibi is accepted it out
weighs the identifications. But if
it is refuted, there is a problem,
and we will have to weigh the
identifications all the more.”

The defence was unmoved:
Demjanjuk would stick with his
alibi.Butin theirlinal arguments
they no longer defended the
contested points of the alibi.
“We submit,” said Sheftel,
“there are three Ivans: Ivan from
Treblinka, lvan on the ID photo
graph, which is not Demjanjuk,
and Ivan Demjanjuk?’ It was
up to the prosecution to prove
that the three are one man, he
said: in the absence of dear proof,
his dient should be set free.

The judges gave the defence
great leeway during their final
arguments, hardly interrupting at
all, and reprimanding the pro
secutors for signalling disagree
ment (or amusement) to each
other during the presentation.
“Go out in the hall if you wish to
communicate;’ he said sharply.

All partjes to the case have
taken unibrage at the degree of
intervention from the judges. But
the frustration they sometimes
displayed had goed reasons: the
inordinate length of the trial; the
difficult atmosphere during the
decisive first four months; end
less historical lectures brought
Out by the prosecuüon and, the

political harangues from the
defence; and, above all perhaps,
the many problemaric witnesses,
because of age, emotion, moti
vntion, or degree of expertise.

Although there were excep
tional aspects to this case, above
all that is took place in Israel
where the defence feIt isolated
and beleaguered, much of whnt
happened in that Jerusalem court
over the past 12 months is inevit
able in any case involving Nazi
crimes being tried 50 long after
the events. It is thus highly
relevant to the investigations now
going on in Britain and else
where, and to the discussions
about changing the mw.

As this article appears, the ver
dict is only days away. The
unhappy Demjanjuk family has
let it be known for months that
they consider the court is biased
and that they believe a fair tsja! is
impossible in Israel.

But most outside observers
who have watched these proceed
ings over the past year surely as
henrt-rending and difficuk as any
court has had to deal wim — tend
to disagree with such a charge.
On the contrar the balanced
severity and kindness displayed
to both the prosecution and the
defence seemed astonishing
under the circunistances.

The ID card may be a forgery —

although the nbsence of a Treb
linkn posting on is speaks against
is being that. And the survivors,
however sincere, could be mis-
taken — although there cannot
really have been collusion
between the first two in Israel, er
between them and the one who
lived in Get-many — not té speak
of Otto Hem.

The judges know all this better
than any of us. They know toe,
however, that Demjanjuk’s alibi
is n fabrication. The appnlling
difficuhy they have is that while,
legally, his guilt as charged may
not be proven to their satisfac
non, his flawed alibi may well
lenve, in their view, the essential
question of his war unanswered.
And — an enormous dilemma — a
“not giiilty” means a rejection of
the testimony of the survivors of
Treblinka.

And yet, if they feel there is a
reasonable doubt that Demjanjuk
is “Ivan from Treblinka”, these
judges — even though they are
Israelis, have lost members of
their own families, and will be
attacked by some in Israel and
many Jews outside if they dom
convict— will acquit him.

That is the moral and judicial
quality they have communicated
to many of us throughout the
long and bitter year of this rial•
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